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Abstract—Automatic Recognition System (AIS) plays an important role in tracking maritime vessels and ships. AIS is an inexpensive low power wireless sensor solution that used to clear up the complications of diagnose ships by maintain locations, course, speed and more pivotal ship data with all other aquatic ships/vessels and vessel traffic assistance stations. The receiver architecture for Satellite based AIS (Automatic Recognition System) is described in this report. The receiver performance are substantiate in the existence of the classic satellite medium aspects. The proposed system is hence proven to provide accomplished performance to the noise, also delay spread, Doppler shift, and flexibility to avoid collisions of messages.
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I. INTRODUCTION

AIS is an ITU standardized system designed to improve the safety of ships. Ship equipped with AIS transponder continuously broadcasts navigational data to other ships and ground base stations. The proposed report designed the practical and theoretical functionalities in shipborne AIS and responding needs and constraint of gathering of AIS messages packets from satellites the scientific drawback listedout were:

- The time slot of gathering AIS pockets in message (deficient period of intermediary for the satellite recognition area);
- The huge amount of message_packets foot print of satellite antenna (VDL as detected by the satellite, reuse of the time periods );
- The complications of satellite AIS differentiating signals during AIS message_packets and communications from terrestrial activities within the satellite antenna footprint (coverage pattern).

This report on further studies shows the need for a special AIS message that is shortened in length (Message 27) and broadcast on appropriate coverage itinerary on 2 other frequencies when those frequencies are nominate.

II. CONCEPT OF AIS

AIS are a comprehensive shipborne system objective of developing efficiency and security of exploration used to conserve the coastal surroundings. Its main objectives to expedite an adequate interchange of pockets delivery among boats and seashore areas. Such a arrangement is construct to separately range between the 40 nanometer. AIS-equipped boats or ships systematically transferred short length TDMA pockets of messages including boats/ships recognition, areas, speed, course, and further status. The adjacent AIS receivers, on board ships or shore services identify this information thus arranging a far-reaching picture the local surroundings, interdependent to the radar instruction. The widerange applications in AIS incorporate diagnose of goals and attainment of such arrangement and obtaining locations modernize locations of ships open sea at the appraise of twice/day, and even once every hour.

III. CONCEPT OF S-AIS

An S-AIS system is a way of obtaining a wide area coverage appreciate match further the precondition of security exploration in monitoring. The localization of boats/ships accomplish consistently grant the formation of a real-world data collections of ship locations. However, a satellite arrangement defines various feasibility issues and working challenges. LEO sequence of limited size of satellites is commonly pretended for widecoverage, with corresponding elevation ranging between 600km to 1000km. From such an elevation and beam width commonplace on-board VHF antennas, the satellite farmland of view (FoV) interval a few 1000s of nauticalmiles. The major problems considered is the gathering of informations caary from many AIS transmitted message_packets in not to the AIS communication areas. Every areas autonomously coordinated SOTDMA design to reduce message collision possibility. However, the informations come from various areas/cells, also not in areas with depends other, accepted satellite, the possibility slot message_packets collisions increases.

Analyses of the concept have shown that a microsatellite equipped with an AIS receiver can provide reliable services in sparsely trafficked waters, whereas for the heavily trafficked areas, interference between messages causes the performance to decrease.

IV. CHALLENGES FACED BY S-AIS

Satellite depended AIS met extra practical threats this part not treated in the authentic/accurate AIS std. the current problems appear from the spaceborne activities of proposed system:

A. Message Collision

Emission AIS messages is synchronized to UTC, and the allocation of message slots is coordinated within each organized area.

A space-based AIS sensor will see many organized areas within its field of view as the satellite impression huge values than self-coordinated region to ordinary AIS region that around 40nm (nauticalmiles), the possibility of simultaneous reception of AIS messages arises as shown in...
Fig.1. The content of simultaneously received AIS messages, referred to as coinciding transmissions, will be lost.

**B. Path delay**

The length carried by AIS messages_pockets constructed to meet with algorithmic propagation delaytime in messages_pockets from various boats within 2ms. Path timedelays barge and shuttle varied, based on barge station altitude and on the maximum antenna footstep. There are two possible mechanisms for coinciding transmissions:

- The AIS messages are sent in the same message slot from different organized areas.
- The AIS messages are sent in different message slots from different organized areas, but are received simultaneously due to different signal path lengths.

The AIS standard uses a distance delay buffer of 12 bits in the AIS messages to prevent overlap between messages that are sent in adjacent timeslots. With a bit rate of 9600 bit/s, this translates to a slant path distance range of around 202 nm.

Slant length = (12 bits/9600 bits/s) * 3.108 m/s = 375 Km = 202 nm

For a nadir-pointing AIS sensor at 600 km altitude this translates into a ground range of 394 nm relative to nadir, as shown in Fig.2. This means that for swath widths up to about 800 nm only the first mechanism for coinciding transmissions is effective.

For swath widths larger than 800 nm the second mechanism for coinciding transmissions comes into play. consequence in overtaking the intermediary timedelay addressed outbreak disseminate in various hubs of the TDMA messgeframes (Fig.1) can strike.

**C. Low SNR values**

The higher message_pockets losses and based to circumstance antenna receiver gains, SNR during 20dB to 0dB values are expected and nominal.

**D. Multipath and atmospheric attenuation:**

This is imperceptible at VHF values. The various_path component parameters are (Limited) impact at very low altitude angle degree the consideration on the sea expanse.

**E. Faraday rotation**

The linearly contradictory movement reached ionosphere have various broadcast angle time of leaves. This broadcast rotation angle majorly reliant on spectrum, altitude angle, geo-magnetic density of flux and electron, in ionosphere. When the existence of a circularly- broadcasted (SRA) satellite receive antenna, dependable 3dB loss is current accepting the aimlessly revolve diagonally contradictory VHF wave as broadcasted by the boats antenna.

**F. Doppler Effect**

The Doppler frequency shift is a function of relative velocity between transmitter and receiver. In the case of AIS-sat, the ship’s velocity is small compared to the satellite, such that the Doppler shift can be calculated as:

$$\Delta f = \frac{\nu_f}{\lambda}$$

Where, \(\lambda = c/f (=1.86m)\) is the wavelength of the original AIS-signal and \(\nu_f\) is the component of the satellite velocity directed toward the ship. \(\nu_f\) will vary with elevation and azimuth angle from zero (\(\Delta f = 0\)) when the ship’s free line of sight to the satellite is orthogonal to the satellite’s velocity vector and to maximum with the ship placed just within the satellite’s local horizon and the free line of sight parallel to the to the satellite’s velocity vector.

In order to calculate, the velocity of the satellite in orbit has to be calculated. From above, we have the period of AIS-sat.

$$T = \frac{2\pi}{\omega} = \frac{2\pi}{\sqrt[3]{\frac{GM}{R^2}}} = \frac{2\pi}{\sqrt[3]{\frac{GM}{6378^2}}} = 5801.1s$$

The circumference of the orbit is \(2\pi \cdot (6378 + 600) = 43844km\) so the velocity of the satellite in orbit is

$$v_s = \frac{43844}{5801.1} = 7.56 \text{ km/s}$$

The component of velocity toward an observer in the plane of orbit as the satellite appears over the horizon is given by \(\nu_r = \nu_s \cos \phi\) where \(\theta\) is the angle between the satellite velocity vector and the direction of the ship at the satellite and phi is the azimuth angle.

Thus, becomes

$$\cos \theta = \sin(\theta_{sat})$$

And finally, the Doppler shift

$$\Delta f = \nu_r / \lambda$$

Fig.3 shows the MATLAB simulation of the typical distribution of the absolute Doppler shift when in presence of a 600 Km altitude LEO satellite and uniform ship distribution within the coverage.
Fig. 3: Doppler shift distribution within the satellite coverage. Satellite speed vector along the arrow direction.

Fig. 4: Doppler shift for ships in the FOV.

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

From the difficulties of the proposed procedural methods, the satellite signal corresponding data gathered by satellite using network simulators tool. The height rotational receiving area satellite is defined by 1000 km and suitable angle in 55 degree. Simulations designed to analysis performance by different category of 3 signals for locations. Space based reception introduces a large Doppler frequency shift of the received signals, which is in the range of ±3.8 kHz due to the satellite speed. Another concern is interference due to the likely large satellite antenna footprints and the possibility of more than two AIS bursts from different transmitters colliding at the satellite. To cope with this issue, the receiver is implemented with a filter bank and three branches in parallel. The “filter bank” exploits the frequency diversity generated by the Doppler spread. This is illustrated in the Fig. 6 where the overall AIS channel band is divided into 3 overlapping sub-bands each of bandwidth equivalent to the signal bit rate R, and staggered by 0.3Rb. In particular, each branch of the receiver is specifically designed to process only one slice of the AIS channel and to achieve the target performance within that slice.

G. AIS Receiver For Satellite Reception

Fig. 5: Architectural block diagram of the proposed AIS satellite receiver.

Fig. 5: Architectural block diagram of the proposed AIS satellite receiver.

G. AIS Receiver For Satellite Reception

Fig. 6: Filter bank.

Each branch of the receiver takes as an input the samples from the buffer and then carries out the basic synchronization and detection functions.
In particular it consists of Acquisition block, the non-coherent detector block (NCD) and the CRC verification block (CV).

The information bits of a length-N burst are non-return-to-zero-and-inverted (NRZI) encoded into a sequence of symbols, called bipolar symbols. The differential encoder state ultimately determines the composite sign of all transmitted symbols in a burst, and is not specified in the AIS standard. After differential encoding, the encoded symbols are then GMSK modulated. This modulation process can be thought of in three steps: instantaneous frequency modulation, phase modulation and phase to I/Q mapping. Implementation of differential detection in Gaussian signal accommodates large Doppler range, is robust to sudden anomalous changes in instantaneous phase or frequency and is insensitive to and is amenable to efficient implementation.

VI. CONCLUSION

Satellite-based AIS has to face additional technical challenges as compared to the original terrestrial AIS standard. These new issues arise due to the space borne nature of the new system. These include large number of cells in satellite field of vision and uncoordinated messages from ships belonging to different SOTDMA cells leading to message collision, all the cells are operating with common frequency, high carrier Doppler, lower signal-to-noise ratio and propagation delay larger than distance delay buffer. These technical issues and challenges are overcome in the new receiver architecture proposed in this paper.
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